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Crystals
They are literally just colourful rocks that connect us back to the earth.  

Why? Because they are tangible, physical forms that hold incredibly powerful vibrations.   
The energy they carry connects to you, as you use them or wear them. Crystals are so amazing 
for manifestation due to the way they work on your vibrational energy and help you to amplify 

the positive vibes that you are trying to develop or acquire. 

I love crystal energy as it really helps you on your spiritual journey whether you are super woo 
woo or not, helping you to hold intentions and remind you that we are all connected to the 

beautiful mother earth.   

If its possible for clear quartz to help communicate through computer chips, power watches 
and other electronics then why wouldn’t it be possible for that vibrational energy to work in so 

many other ways, right?    

Albert Einstein said that ‘everything in life is vibration and just like sound waves, your thoughts 
match the vibrations of everything that manifests in your life’.   

Therefore if you believe and think that crystals have powerful healing potential, the positive 
vibes of the stone will amplify your own thoughts.  Power stuff hey! 

As you know your thoughts create your reality, and every day we can continue to choose helpful 
or unhelpful thoughts as we move along our journey through this life time.   

The one thing to remember is to have patience, just like the time it took for these gorgeous 
stones to transform and evolve into form, working with their healing energy will also take time.   

Remember to remain grateful for the abundance of mother nature and the incredible magical 
mystery and power of the universe.   
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“ reconnect to the universally healing vibrations of the earth” 



CRYSTALS FOR LOVE, SELF LOVE + RELATIONSHIPS

Love crystals are such an important part of any crystal collection because love is always 
the answer and should be the energy we always show up in. 

When manifesting with love crystals its important to think about what kind of love you 
are looking to attract into your life.  

Is it more self love, romantic relationships, friendships etc.  

ROSE QUARTZ 
for attracting love and abundance. this crystal is known as the 
stone of unconditional love.  
It's a beautiful crystals for you to get back in touch with your 
feminine side, if you have allowed for your masculine energy to 
take dominance.  
It carries the energy of compassion, self application and 
forgiveness. Using this crystal with your heart chakra will help 
you to shift out of your negative mindset and really connect to 
your truth. 

Why not try a Rose Quartz Baths for Self Love? 
A great bath for self-love includes rose petals, pink rock salt and essential oils. Fill the room with 

candles and some beautiful music as well. I then place a rose quartz crystal over my heart.  
This creates a very special space for you to soak in the energy of self love. 
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:Carnelian - passion, sexuality and confidence  
A great crystal for trust and amplified attraction to love and lust 

:Rhodonite - the stone to heal heartbreak/the rescue crystal  
A great crystal for healing, compassion and forgiveness of yourself and others; it will always 
help cultivate encouragement. It holds a powerful healing vibration that helps with all 
relationship problems and healing the heart.

:Pink Agate 
A crystal thats wonderful for self-self-confidence and to have more positive perspectives. 

:Pink Tourmaline 
This crystal will bring all types of love into your life. It will help you to become more open 
and helps you to remain in a positive space to attract your soul mate.

Place this crystal in the bedroom to attract love into your life, placing one on either 
side of your bed to help bring in that soul mate love. 

* Notice how love crystals are soft colours made up of all types reds, pinks - the colours of the heart. 

OTHER CRYSTALS FOR LOVE, SELF LOVE + RELATIONSHIPS 

@therosequartzgoddess

If you love crystals but not sure what the heck 
to do with them, maybe you want to learn 
more on- how to use them, how to cleanse 

them, set intentions with them and which ones 
for which room in your home, which one for 

abundance, manifesting, meditation and so 
much more… then my 3 Module Crystals 

Masterclass is for you.  
email me at 

rebecca@foodfitnesswellness.com with your 
interest and mention this ebook for a special 

discount or head to the website under the 
shop tab- Crystal Masterclass.
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REBECCA NEALE  
FOODFITNESSWELLNESS.COM

@iamrebeccaneale | @allthingshealthywithbec

If you have any questions or would  

love to just chat or share, email me at  

rebecca@foodfitnesswellness.com 

please join the rest of the unleveling modern  

girls inside the private facebook group.  

‘coachingforthemodernluxewoman’ 
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